INTRODUCTION
Theories that describe large baryon number hadrortic interactions have been very distinct from theories that describe small baryon number interactions. The result is that "nuclear" physics and "particle" physics are usually regarded as difference subjects.
Chew
1 • 2 has pointed out that one reason for the difference in approach is that the energy level spacing for low baryon number. (e.g.B=O, 1) are orders of magnitude higher than for B~2.
The interacti~ns of relativistic heavy ions could be expected to have some of the properties of single hadron-hadron collisions. In particular, limiting fragmentation and factorization could be expected at energies of a few GeV/n.. The interaction radius increases with projectile mass, thus the classical limit of the center of mass wavelength being much less than the interaction radius is easily satisfied. The center of mass momentum for a projectile M >.=h ~ l0-18 em. p which is much smaller than the interaction radius. Relativistic heavy ions incident on nucleons or nuclei interac~ producing fragments that can be described in terms of three different processes. If inclusive reactions of the type, A+B+C+G are observed, where only particle C is detected and G is any allowed final state of the system, then it is convenient to introduce a new dynamic variable, where P~ (C.M.) is the longitudinal center of mass energy of the particle C and E (C.M.) is the total center of mass energy. The allowed range of X is from -1 to +1, and for positive X in high · energy reactions, c X~ E (Lab) ETOT{Lab) Thus X is the fraction of energy carried off (in the lab frame) by particle C. The three different processes of fragmentation are illustrated by Fig. 1 . Consider two particles A+B colliding in their center of mass frame, the fragment~ with X~ +1 are fragments of the projectile, the fragments with X ~ -1 are fragments of the target and fragments with X ~ 0 are fragments which have been essentially at rest in the center of mass system, the central or pionization fragment region. These processes can also be described in terms of another variable, the rapidity (X=tanh-l(~I/JIT. Fortunately there is an extremely powerful experimental method. of exploring the fragmentation process. For example, an inclusive experiment can be done with relativistic 12 c (projectile) + (target).
All of the fragments of the projectile have high velocity in the lab. and can be analyzed in a magnetic spectrometer. With the aid of momentum analysis, time of f1 ight, and :i, all of the fragments can be directly identified. Nature has even been very kind because longitudinal and transverse momenta of the fragments in the projectile frame of reference are small, thus the solid angle of the detector system can be quite small.
A At high energies, target factorization is predicted for peripheral collisions. In this experiment it was observed that the cross sections can be factored, F where yBT depends only on the projectile and fragment and yT is the target factor, Fig. 4 . Exceptions to strict factorization are 1) yT for a hydrogen target has a weak dependence on the mass of the fragment ~ i.e. yT(H) = 0.66 + 0.028 ~· 2) For single nucleon stripping, yT is enhanced for high Z targets. This is in agreement with the calc~lated5 contribution for Coulomb dissociation assuming a giant dipole resonance, in the target's virtual photon field. The coulomb dissociation part of the cross section has been computed 5 with the target factor given in Table I LBL 3650. The target factors fit the data with a confidence level of 0.6 and are an approximate fit to either,
In either case the interaction is interpreted to be a peripheral interaction with the target. However, neither formulation for yT explains the observed structure, in particular the results yT(Be) > yT(C). It is apparent that yT(He) should be measured.
A more accurate fit to the data is, where rt is the measured half density electric-charge radius and t is the measured charge skin thickness of the target measured by electron scattering 6 The three fitted variables are: the exponent n=0.5, b=3.0 fm., and normalizing constant k=0.26. This formula is consistent with the measured structrue in the mean target factor to an accuracy of.better than 2%, and with a confidence level of 0.9.
F .
Since oBT factors, and the momentum distributions are target inde-' pendent7, the partial cross sections factor -a result expected by limiting fragmentation models. From the present data it cannot be determined whether yT contains projectile-dependent terms, e.g. t,he sum of the projectile and target nuclear radii. The cross sections for isotope productionwere observed to be 12 energy independent for 1.05 and 2.1 GeV/n C. and agree with the production cross sections at 600 Mev.3,4. Also, except for charge exchange reactions, the ratio, o:T(l60) o:T(l2C) = 0.·4 to 1.35 even though the individual cross sections vary over three orders of magnitude; Furthermore, 40% of the above ratios are in the interval 1.0 ±0.15.
The production ratios of fragments of mirror nuclei should give insight into the mechanism that produce final states. Evaporation models would preferentially evaporate neutrons resulting in oN/op~ 1 where oN/op is the production cross section for mirror fragments neutron rich to proton rich, of the same projectile and target. Also, if a neutron skin extends beyond the proton surface, a stripping process would also result in oN/op "3._ 1. It is observed that, to the contrary, 1.0 < oN/op < 4.1 with most values being in the interval 1.0 to 1.7. It is concluded that the binding energy of the final state fragment must influence this ratio. For example, the mass excess vs o:T for isobars shows the fragmen~s with the lower mass excess have_the higher production cross section. The projectile fragmentation cross section is thus interpreted as a peripheral fragmentation process.
An experiment of the inverse reaction is; It has been observed that the momentum distributions in the projectile frame are typically Gaussian, narrow in angle and momentum spread, and isotropic. The distributions depend on projectile and fragment but correlation with the target mass or beam energy was not significant.
The experiment was done simultaneously with the previous cross section experiment using the single-focusing magnetic-spectrometer. Particle trajectories were measured with multiple-wire proportional chambers. The lo~gitudinal and transverse momenta, ~~ and Pl , were obtained from the rigidity and direction of the fragment at the focal plane of the spectrometer.
The longitudinal-momentum distribution, in the projectile rest frame exhibits a strikingly good fit.to a Gaussian distribution, between the target and fragment momentum distributions, then limiting fragmentation is valid if the shape of the mgmentum distribution is independent of target)and projectile energy. The target and energy dependence of < Pll > and apll were examined for all isotopes. There was no dependence on target mass above the 5% level for.ap and above 12 the 10% level for <PII>. Also for C, apll(2.1 GeV/n/apll( 1.05 GeV/n)= 1.02±0.02 and < Pll> (2.1 GeV/n)-<PII> (1.05 GeV/n)=l.0±2.0 MeV/c.
It is concluded that the limiting fragmentation region is reached before 1.05 GeV/n. Since the momentum distribution of the fragments depends only on the identify of the projectile and fragment, it has been possible to parameterize the mass dependence by a simple function Table I . The parabolic shape displays the 0 general trend of the data but the variations from the smooth curve are interpreted as evidence for nuclear structure effects. Evidence for this is enhanced by the observation that the same complex variation of ap with fragment mass is exhibited by both the 16o and II 12 c fragments. Assuming the projectile has come to thermal equilibrium at an excitation temperature T, Goldhaber 12 has shown that the parabolic shape is again prediCted and relates a to T by the equation, C. 11 #4 1280 (1975) .
Interactions of high energy protons with nuclei are generally described in terms of an intra-nuclear cascade followed by evaporation of one or more mesons and/or nucleons. Except for production of nucleon-antinucleon pairs, the gross features of the reaction are believed to be independent of proton bombarding en~rgy. It appears then that increasing the proton energy above a few GeV does not deposit any more energy in the target nucleus.
This experiment measured the cross section for production o~ target fragments produced at 90° in the laboratory when protons, deuterons, or ~ particles were incident on 238 u. Fig. 8 shows that, although the cross sections for the production of fragments from Uranium are a factor of 1.5 higher with deuterons than with protons, the energy spectra of these fragments are not significantly different. In contrast, with ~ particles incident on Uranium there are several indications of increased deposition of energy, and the cross sections are 3 or 4 times greater.
By assuming a Maxwellian evaporation model of the form.
P(E)=(E-kB) e-(E-kB)/• and calculating a classical value for the coulomb barrier, B, the nuclear temperature • was determined by a best fit to the energy spectrum. The results are given in Table II for incident protons and for ~ particles. , It is concluded that for ~ particles compared to protons the effective Coulomb barriers are lower by about 15%; the apparent temperatures are 1.5 MeV higher, the smearing of the energy spectra has increased, and the angular distributions are more forward peaked.
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CROSS SECTIONS OF VARIOUS PROCESSES AT HIGH ENERGIES.
In 1962 Gribov and Pomeranchuk 14 showed that, to a good approximation, if an interaction can be described by the exchange of a "pomeron" then certain simple relationships are valid for the ratios of total cross sections. The main requirement for this analysis is that the asymptoticbehavior of the scattering amplitude of any particles in the diffraction region is determiend bS a moving pole j(t) of a particle wave in the annihilation channel.! It follows from this assumption that the amplitude of the elastic ~cqttering of strongly interacting particles has the form f(t) sJ ~t), where s and t are the standard Mandelstam variables. The total cross sec~ tion is constant if j(o)=l the maximum value. The elastic cross section approaches zero as (Jns J-1 and the diffraction cone narrows with increasing energy. Thus, the scattering system is more transparent and the radius of the interaction increases with energy. This behavior has been observed for PP and nP systems with the ex-ception of very high energies, 200 GeV and greater, where the cross sections again increase. It is reasonable to expect this behavior for all hadron-hadron system, i.e. for systems with baryon number B > 1.
The closely related concepts of scaling and factorization are valid for nuclear systems at high energy. The high energy heavy ion production and scattering experiments should then provide an extremely powerful means of studying nuclear correlations inside nuclei. Allowing the baryon number to increase introduces an additional degree of freedom, and places additional constraints on models of high energy collisions.
The factot·izability of total cross section a AB is related to the cross section oAA and oBB by A As a simple example, consider nucleus A incident on nucleus where opp is the total proton-proton cross section.
Since oPA'l A 213 , this relation leads to the prediction 16 Gribov pointed out that this is possible at high energies if the nucleus becomes larger and at the same tiine more transparent. However, this is an unlikely behavior and various geometric models predict an A 213 dependence for Nucleus-Nucleus total cross sections.
. 17 18 Fishbane and Tref1l and Barshay et. al. have predicted that factorization holds to 20% i.f the radii of the target and projectile nuclei do not differ by more than 50%.
In a recent experiment, A plot of the preliminary data is given Fig. 9 , and the energy dependence of ot is shown in Fig. 10 The pion results will be presented in another paper at this conference.
The fragments produced by p, d, a, and C on Targets of Be, C, 0 Cu, and Pb were detected at 2.5 lab. The single particle inclusive spectra, Fig. 11 , P, d, 3 H and 3 He produced by 1.05 GeV/n a particles on Be show peaks associated with projectile fragmentati'on, plus central collision plateaus. In this frame it is observed that the heavier the fragment, the narrower the projectile fragment peak. A direct comparison-between the single particle proton spectra as a function of rapidity for 2.1 GeV/n deuterons and alphas on Be is given, Fig.12 . The proton distribution from the deuterons is narrower than from alphas, showing that the momentum distribution of protons in deuterons is not as broad as that in alpha particles.
For production of particles with baryon number B >1 the data are consistent with limiting fragmentation of the projectile. Since the data are for fixed lab angle rather than for fixed transverse momentum a decisive test of limiting fragmentation was not made. However, the method can be extended and become an excellent method to study correlations inside nuclei. -Other fascinating fragmentation processes are: 1) Nuclear shock waves 2) Production of Ultradense matter.
For some collisions of relativistic heavy ions with a high Z target, low relative momentum between the ions and target could produce compressed nuclear matterl9. This might be detected as nuclear shock waves. Phys. Rev. Lett, 34, 329 (1975) .
ABSTRACT: . 12 . In bombardments of Au with 25-GeV C ions we have studied t!le.energy and angular distribution of fragments with 5~Z_::9 emitted at energies up to "'1000 MeV. Beyond 'Vl50 MeV the spectra change from roughly exponential in energy and isotropic in some forward-moving frame to roughly inverse power law in energy'. (steepening with increasing Z) and strongly forward peaked in direction. Possible bumps in the angular and energy distributions suggest hydrodynamic effects.
ULTRADENSE NUCLEI
Abnormal dense matter might be produced by high energy heavy ion collisions 20 -24 • In this case the extra energy of compression is assumed to be transformed to a massive meson resonant state.
Lee 22 has considered a specific model of a scalar meson field coupled to a nucleon field of strength such that the effective mass of each nucleon is reduced to zero near the Fermi surface. Under these conditions, the binding energy of the nucleon is .increased from 16 MeV/nucleon to about 160 MeV/nucleon. Thus stable heavy nuclei are predicted. The highest mass relativistic heavy ion that has been available is Ar. A "preliminary experiment" has been done. Lett, 34 No. 7, 409 (1975) Abstract: In 2.5 x 10 8 interactions of 1.1-to 1.6 -GeV/Nucleon 40 Ar ions with a Pb target we saw no tracks of products with Z >20 ejected in the beam direction, using a Lexan detector stack. The upper limit on the formation cross section is about 50 nb for products with 26~Z ~40 and increases with Z to abput 1.5pb for Z=lOO.
In conclusion, if a new ultra-dense state of matter can be shown to exist, then the entire system of meson physics will have to fit into a new pattern! TI1e projectile-frame 10 parallel--momentum distribution for Be .
'12 fragments from C at 2.1 GeV/N on a Be target. The curve is a best fit to a Gaussian momentum distribution. Plotted are the target-averaged width a~~ of the projectileframe parallel-momentum distribution in ~eV/cversus fragment mass in AMU. 0 Ratios of Energy Spectra at 90 in the laboratory for a) incident deuterons to incident protons, and b-e) for incident alphas to incident protons. Jaros. Total cross section vs atomic number A for 2.1 GeV/n projectiles. Jaros. Energy dependence of total cross sections for protons and for carbon projectiles. Invariant cross section as a function of fragments produced ~y 1.05 GeV/n alpha particles on Be. Comparison of the single particle inclusive proton rapidity distributions resulting from the fragmentation of 2.1 GeV/n deuterons and alphas on a Be target. • '
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